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The diagram shows a triangle.ABC in which 4B = 4cm, BC =2cm and angle ABC = 120'. The line CB

is extended to the point X where angle AXB = 90',

(i) Find the exact length ofAX. tzl

(ii)

2 Solve, forx and y, the simultaneous equations

f Qt|=r,
8,+(JZ)r= 16J2.

4

(ii) Hence find Jl tn,o,.

Show that angle ACB = "r,(f)

8x-46
G:5G;])

t3l

tsl

tsl

t2)

t3l

I3l

at the point where.x = 2.

t3l

3 Given that 
^ 

= f -:), find A-r and hence solve the simultaneous equations\l 6/'

8p-7q+ll=0,
6p+ q+ 7 =0.

(l) Find *(,3 lnj).

5 (i) Express in panial fractions.
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(ii) Hence, or otherrvise, find the gradient of the curve y = , 8'=JM .,(x-5)(x+ l)
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6 A cyclist starts from rest from a point A and travels in I straight line until he comes to rest at a point 8.
During the motion, his velocity, vms-I, is given by v=6r-LP, where ris the time in seconis after
leaving A. Find

(l) the time taken for the cyclist to travel fromatoB, tl1

(ti) the distanceAB, t3l

(iii) the acc€leration of the cyclist when t = 8. lZ)

The equation of a curve is y = 7jffi;. Find the.r-coordinate, where O . r .t, of the point at

which the tangent to the curve is parallel to the x-axis. [6]

8 (i) Show that sin3.r + sin.x = 4sinx cos2r.

(ii) Find all the angles between 0 and n which satisfy the equation

sin 3x + sinx = 2 cos2r.

t3l

[3]

9 Ann is older than her sister Betty. Their ages in years are such that trvice the square of Betty's age
subtracted from the square of Ann's age gives a number equal to 6 times the difference of their ages.
Given also lhat the sum of their ages is equal to 5 times the differenc€ of their ages, find the age in
years of each ofthe sisters. t61

10 (a) Find the smallest value of the integer a for rvhich af +5x+? is positive for all values ofx. [3]

(b) Find the smallest value of the integerb for which -5;J + bx-2 is negative for all values ofr. [3]

u (i) In the binorniut 
"*n-rion 

ot (, * f)'
J are the same. Find the value of &.

(ii) Using the value of /< found in pan (l), find the coefficient of x7 in the expansion of

(r - s$ (,. *)'. t3l

where t is a positive constant, the coefficients of .f and

14)
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13

i9
(0, 1.3)

(11,0.8)

r

The variables.r and y are crnnected by the equation y=kb\, wherc k and b are constants. Experimental
values of x and y rvere obained. The diagram above shows the straight line graph, passing through the
points (0, I .3) and ( I I, 0.8), obtained by plotting lgy against x. Estimate

(i) the value, to 2 significant figures, of ,t and of b, t6l

(ii) the Yalue of y rvhen r = 8. LZl

R

5.r cm 5xcm

o

sa

hcm hcm

6.r cm

The diagram shorvs a glass wind6l, PQRST, consisling of a rectangle PQSI of height Acm and width
6rcm and an isosceles triangle QR.t in which QR = RS = S;cm. The perimeter of the window is
360cm.

(i) Show that the area of the rvindow, Acm2, is given by A = 1080x - 361.

Given that x can vary,

(ii) find the stationary value ofA.

(iil) determine whether this stationary value is a maximum or a minimum.

l4l

l4l

t1l
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I A man buys a new motorcycle. After, months its value $Vis given by V= 10000e-P', wherep is a

constant.

(i) Find the value of the motorcycle when the man bought it. tll

The value of the motorcycle after l2 months is expected to be $4000. Calculale

(ll) the expe.ted va.lue of the motorcycle after l8 months, t3]

(lli) the age of the motorcycle, to the nearest monlh, when its expected value will be $1000. t2l

, The roots of the quadratic equation
roots are d+2 ard f +2.

2* - ax + 3 = O arc a and f, Find the quadratic equation whose

11t

l4l

l4l

t31

t5l

3 (i) Prove the identity ranA+ cotA =2 @secaA.

(ti) Find all the angles between 0' and 360o which satisfy the equadon tanA + cotA = 3.

4 Solve the equation

(i) 2 + log, (3.r - 7) = log: (2r - 3),

(lt) 3loory-loof-2.

5 The term containing the highesr power of .r in the polynomial f(x) is 2./. Two of the roots of the
e4uation f(x)=0 are-l and 2. Given rhar *-3x+'l is a quadratic factor of f(.r), find

(l) an expression for f(*) in descending powers of *, t5l

(ii) the number of real roots of the equation f(.r) = O, justifying your answer, IZ)

(ill) the remainder when f(.r) is divided by Za- t. LZj
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D

C

B

The diagram shows a circle, centre O, with diameter A8. The point C lies on the circle. The angent to
the circle at,4 meets BC extended at D. The tangent to the circle at C meets the Iine AD at E.

(i) Prove that triangles z{EO and CEO are congruent. t4],

(ii) Prove that E is the mid-point of,4D. t51

E

A

tll

ttl

Ill

t3l

12)

tzl

7 The function f isdefined by f(.r) = 4cos2x-2.

(l) State the amplitude of f.

(il) State the period off.

The equation ofa curye is y=4cos2x-2 for0'<-r< 180'.

(iii) Find the coordinates of the minimum point of the curve.

(iv) Find the coordinates of the points where the curve mees the r-axis.

(v) Sketch the graph of )=4cos2r-2 for0'<x< 180o.

(vi) Sketch the graph of y=14cos2.r-21 for0'<.x< t80'.
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)

f=13-ax+b

o (2, 0)

The diagram shorvs Part of the curve y = f - ar + b, where a and b are positive constants The curve

has a minimum point at (2, 0). Find

(i) the value of a and of D, t51

(ii) the coordinates of the maximum point of the curve, l2l

(iil) the area of the shaded region. t3l

x

9

Lkm B

km

A

km

The diagram shows a straight road OP. A runner leaves the road at O and runs 4km in a straight line to \-
a point A. She then turns through 90o and runs 2 km in a straight line to a point B. The angle POA is A',
where 0 < 0 < 90, and the perpendicular distance of B from the road OP is Zkm.

o

(i) Show that I = 4sin 0- 2cos g.

(ii) Express I in the form Rsin(0-a), where R > 0 and 0o < a < 90o.

(iii) Find the value of 0 for which I = 3.
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l0 A curve is such th"r # = tr:D, and P(2,9)is a poinr on rhe curve. The normal ro the curve ar p
me€ts the )-axis at 0 and the .r-axis at R.

(i) Find the coordinates of the mid-point of @i. l5J

(ii) Find the equation of the curve. I4l

A point (.x, y) moves along the curve in such a way that the r-coordinate increases at a constant rate of
0.03 units per second.

(iii) Find the rate of change of the )-coordinate as rhe poinr passes through P . l2l

11

v

cl

J

P(8, -6)

The diagram shows two circles C, and Cr. Circle C, has its centre at the origin O. Circle C2 passes

through O and has its centre at 0. The point P(8, -6) Iies on both circles and OP is a diameter of Cr.

(i) Find the equation of C,. 12)

(ii) Find the e4uation of C2. I3l

The line through Q perpendicular to OP meets the circle Cl at the points A and 8.

(iil) Show that the r-coordinates of .4 and I are a+b,!T arld a-06 respectively, where a and b are

integers to be found. l7l
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